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By David Palladini. The compelling imagery in this best-selling tarot deck brings medieval tarot

symbolism into modern Aquarian age. Card titles and booklet in French.
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David Palladini's Aquarian Tarot is a beautiful deck in the Rider-Waite tradition. I was attracted to it

by the wonderful art-deco style and the watercolors, both of which appeal to my sensibilities. This

deck is very emotive - there's a strong sense of feeling that emanates from these cards, and it is

often that feeling, rather than the imagery depicted, that informs my reading with

them.Unfortunately, this can be the downside of using this deck. Though a Rider-Waite deck, lots of

the symbolism that makes that tradition so rich is lost here. The major arcana, for instance, are

inspired by - but do not adhere to the imagery of - the Rider-Waite. The fool carries a bindle and a

rose, but there is no dog, no cliff, no sunny day. The sun and the moon cards are simply celestial

bodies with faces, which I find very lacking; the moon, especially, has so much to offer with its dog

and wolf, its pool with the crab, its two towers, and so it's disappointing to see all of that missing

here. Strength depicts a soldier standing with a dog, but there is no tension, no taming, no

dynamism to the image. The chariot is also quite dull, displaying no horses or other action to

indicate the dualistic pull of this card. The star is simply a bird and a star. I could go on into the

minor arcana, but I hope my point is clear - many of these cards omit much of the rich symbolism

present in the Rider-Waite, leaving the reader to seek more esoteric guidance from the cards. There

is often no sense of action in the images. They tend more towards still moments, portraits



almost.Granted, there is guidance to be offered.
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